
H2H3 RUN #438– Saturday 1st August 2020 

Yorkshire Day Celebration – White Roses & Yorkshire Puddings 

 

 

 

Tha’ knows:  Yorkshire born and Yorkshire bred 

 

Strong in t’arm and thicket hedge. 

 

 

 

 

Location:  Close to Banyan Golf Club, Sanctuary Lakes & Greenfield Valley Fishing Resort 

GPS Coordinates:  N 12.475679, E 99.933852 

Google Map Link:  https://goo.gl/maps/Kdj92sKdMDcJrBYN6 

 

Hares:  Ding-a-Ling and Cock in a Frock 

Biermeister Team:  Jock Twat & Legs Wide Open 

Ice Man:  Mudman 

Tax Collector:  Tinks 

Scribe:  Jock Twat 

 

Number of Hashers:  40 

 

Pre-Hash 

The weather was overcast threating a down pour, but luckily the rains stayed off. The car park 

used was both sides of a forest road parking under the trees.  Mudman’s pitch was obscured by 

overhanging branches, soooo…………He set about cutting down the obstruction.  In doing so he made 

half a million angry red ants homeless.  These little b’stards soon took revenge on anyone wearing 

a hash t-shirt.  MM’s truck complete with one legged chicken and the beer truck were swiftly 

repositioned to a safer location. 

 

Briefing  

The hares of the day were that double act 

‘Ding-a-Ling and Cock in a Frock These 

two hash stalwarts are renowned for their 

trails.  Some unkind hashers might say 

‘’They set very low standards and further 

more…….fail to achieve them.’’  No barbed 

wire, dodgie doggies or mad moos were on 

the cunning plan for today.  The On On was 

pointed. So off we trudged.  

 



The Trail 

It was very pleasant walking along the path 

between the forest which brought us out to a T-

junction with elephant grass on one side and 

pineapple field on the other. Most of the time we 

were on path which helped the pack stay together.  

As we were in a hilly location, the views of the 

surrounding countryside were quite spectacular.  

The trail took us through a banana plantation where 

much head banging took place. 

Long walk was 6.3 km & the short walk was 4.1km. 

Well done to the hares for a most enjoyable walk. 

 

The Circle 

 

Pack was called to a semblance of order around darkish o’ clock by GM Tinks. 

 

Down-Downs: 

Hares:  Ding-a-Ling and Cock in a Frock The long/short walk was a single trail, lack of paper in 

places.  But both trails voted with a thumbs up.  DaL blamed CiaF for lack of paper as it was his 

job to lay it as the goffer.  Excellent trails guys. 

Tea potting:  Brambles Bill & Hawaii Five O 



Yorkshire National Day: Ding-a-Ling Matron (Matron’s Yorkie credentials were questioned; it 

appears he’s a wanna-be clog-hopper). 

Swiss National Day:  Rubber Scrubber, Rubber Scrubber’s Bugger and Golden Rain  (GR a Swiss 

passport holder, much to the surprise of RD!). 

Visiting GM: Visiting GM Cartoon from Chiang Mai.  When one GM drinks all past GM’s and 

present GM’s drink so joined by Tinks, Legs Wide Open, Rubber Duck, Cathusalem & Dutchy. 

Visitor:  Saffi joined by mum Hot Pot. 

Cheap Charlie:  Legs Wide Open for doing a runner from the On After restaurant the week before 

without paying (Many cries of ‘’Good hasher!”). 

New shoes:  Golden Rain.  As per hash tradition, a down-down is consumed from one new shoe.  As 

RD purchased the shoes, he too was subject to a DD from the other shoe.  His verdict? ‘’Drinking 

flat, warm Leo from a sweaty plimsole was still better than Chang!’’ 

Teapotting:  (again) Hawaii Five 0 caught plus Dutchy deliberately Teapotting to get a DD.  (Maybe 

we should re-christen Dutchy ‘’Double Dutch’’…………stop that sniggering!). 

Lost hashers:  Blamed it on the GPS but as Mudman says do not rely on the dashboard monkey, 

follow the narrative (Cries of ‘’Ooooooh!’’). 

Next week’s hash:  RD hare for CAH3 next Saturday, Location and On On at the Breeze Bar.  

Some interesting obstacles and beware of some hungry lions.  

 

On After 

Menu 

The On After was at that ol’ hash favorite 

restaurant, Coconuts. To celebrate 

Yorkshire Day, they provided good Yorkie 

grub. 

 

Always remember; never let the truth get 

in the way of a good story. 

 

That’s all folks.  

 

 
 

Jock Tawt 

 


